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Contexte

Ocean/atmosphere interactions at mesoscales

Large range of scales for ocean/atmosphere interactions : from the
basin-scale down to the oceanic (sub)mesoscale

At large scale, off tropical region : passive ocean, no retroaction (general
belief)

≈ Last decade : satellite observations revealed strong imprints of oceanic
mesocale on the lower atmosphere

Credit: NASA Johnson Space Center

Retroaction mechanisms ?
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Thermal Coupling (1/2)

Businger J. & Shaw W., 1984. The response of the marine boundary layer to mesoscale
variations in sea-surface temperature. DAO

⇒ Surface layer / SST coupling through
sea-state dependent drag coefficient

↓ ↓ ↓ ua = (0,−6.5)



Thermal Coupling (2/2)

D. Chelton et al., 2007. Summertime coupling between sea surface temperature and wind
stress in the california current system. JPO

⇒ expected to be a PBL mixing / SST
coupling

{
∇× τ = c1∇SST× τ̂
∇ · τ = c2∇SST · τ̂

↓ ↓ ↓ ua = (0,−6.5)



Pressure adjustment mechanism

Lindzen R. S. & Nigam S., 1987. On the role of sea surface temperature gradients in forcing
low-level winds and convergence in the tropics. JAS

⇒ Incompressible/hydrostatic atmosphere, stationarity, (very) weak winds

MABL model : {
εu− fv = −∂xp/ρ0
εv + fu = −∂yp/ρ0

−(∂xu+ ∂yv)ρ0 = (∂2xp+ ∂2yp)
ε

ε2 + f2

SLP forced by SST

Minobe, 2008



Competition between various mechanisms

Spall M. A., 2007. Midlatitude Wind Stress-Sea Surface Temperature Coupling in the Vicinity
of Oceanic Fronts. J. Climate

Forces responsible for the acceleration/deceleration in the vicinity of a front

u · ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
ADV

= −fk× u︸ ︷︷ ︸
COR

− ρ−1∇p︸ ︷︷ ︸
PG

− ∂z (KM (z)∂zu)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TM

Conditions of strong advection
ADV and TM undergo most changes in the BL when a front is crossed

W → C : increase of stress divergence due to reduction in PBLh over cold water ⇒
deceleration of the flow

C →W : The stress divergence reduces to near zero over the warm water, due to

the increase in mixing and PBLh ⇒ Coriolis term unbalanced and led to an

acceleration of the flow.

acceleration at low levels and deceleration above = exchange of momentum with

the meridional flow when COR becomes unbalanced

Conditions of weak advection
PG becomes important in the frontal region

PG could drive the acceleration from cold to warm water, with the TM acting as a

drag.



”Top” drag [a.k.a. understress (Bye, 1986) ] (1/2)

Dewar & Flierl, 1987. Some Effects of the Wind on Rings. JPO

τλ = ρaCD‖ua − λuo‖(ua − λuo)

= ρau
2
?(ua, λuo)

(
ua − λuo
‖ua − λuo‖

)

ABSOLUTE 
WINDS

RELATIVE 
WINDS 

TOP 
DRAG

BIHARMONIC 
OPERATOR

AMPLITUDE TENDENCIES RING TRAJECTORY

⇒ the air-sea interface exerts a drag on
both the atmosphere (via wind stress)
and the ocean (via understress).

↓ ↓ ↓ ua = (0,−6.5)



”Top” drag [a.k.a. understress (Bye, 1986) ] (2/2)

Duhaut & Straub, 2006. Wind stress dependence on ocean surface velocity :
Implications for mechanical energy input to ocean circulation. JPO

τdiff ≡ τ0 − τ1 ≈ ρaCD‖ua‖uo + ρaCD(uo · ûa)ua

P diff ≡ τdiff · uo ≈ ρaCD‖ua‖
[
‖uo‖2 + (uo · ûa)2

]

⇒ uo-dependence in τ1 acts to reduce the power source



Summary

## #
vatm = �6.5 m s�1

## #
vatm = �6.5 m s�1



What pure mathematics could tell us ?

Lions, J.-L., R. Temam, S. Wang, 1995 : Mathematical theory for the coupled

atmosphere-ocean models, J. Math. Pures Appl., 74

Assumptions :

Linearized primitive equations
Linearized interface conditions
No stratification, no parameterizations



Objectives

. Investigate air-sea coupling interactions at the (oceanic) mesoscale

Both thermal and dynamical coupling (adjustment time-scales ?)

Quantify the effect of surface oceanic current on the O/A mesoscale
coupling and on the mesoscale eddies

Open question - previous studies mainly considered this effect with
uncoupled (bulk) ocean configuration

Understand/Quantify the mechanisms driving the coupling at the oceanic
mesoscale
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Numerical simulations and coupling strategy

{tc = 2 h

Ocean [ROMS]

Atmosphere [WRF]

time

Send/Receive SST, SSU

Send/Receive mean air-sea fluxes �Fas�2h

previously used in (Boé et al., 2011)

modified bulk and tridiagonal solver
to include the effect of currents on
wind stress

simulations from Jun. to Sept. 2006

Summertime off US West coast

intense frontal activity (Castelao et
al., 2006)

high wind steadiness (about 0.96)

low gustiness (0.3)



Top drag implementation

Changes in the surface layer parameterization are generally not sufficient

In WRF, the bottom boundary condition is imposed in the tridiagonal
system in an implicit way
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along with a modification of the right-hand-side
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Sanity check

Figure : Summer average of surface wind stress from a) quikscat data, b)
USW6[τ 1], and c) USW6[τ0].

USW6[τ0] USW6[τ 1] Relative change

(uo)/2 [cm2 s−2] 189 161 14.8 %

(u′2o ) [cm2 s−2] 83 61 26.5 %

Table : MKE/EKE reduction



Sanity check
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Seasonal mean of vertical shear [s−1] averaged between 38− 41◦N and between

the coast and 100 km offshore for USW6[τ1] (dashed) and USW6[τ0] (solid) (a).



Mesoscale wind-SST coupling relation
{

∇× τ = c1∇SST× τ̂
∇ · τ = c2∇SST · τ̂
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Daily mean (August 12,

2006) of a) wind stress

divergence [107 N m−3] and

b) downwind SST gradients

[◦C (100km)−1].

Correlation between wind
stress curl and crosswind
SST gradients (R1, solid
blue) and between wind
stress divergence and
downwind SST gradients
(R2, dashed blue) taken
from averaging periods from
1 hour to 30 days.

⇒ wind-SST coupling spectrally broad band across scales



Binned scatterplots
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Figure : Binned scatterplots of wind stress curl [105 N m−3] vs crosswind SST
gradients [◦C (1000m)−1] computed from 29-day averages (left), wind stress
divergence vs downwind SST gradients (right).



Pressure adjustment
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Figure : Summer mean of a) surface wind divergence and b) SST laplacian. Correlation

factor of wind divergence vs SST laplacian w.r.t. the averaging time.

⇒ This mechanism does not appear to be active in this flow
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Coherent vortices

Composite averaging in an eddy-centric coordinate

Identify mesoscale eddies by closed SLA-contours [Kurian et al., 2011]

Additional constraints on distance to the coast and wind direction
(less than 5%)

USW6[τ 1] USW6[τ0]

cyc anti cyc anti

total 692 1058 794 1336

Table : Number of detected eddies in USW6[τ 1]and USW6[τ0].

Consistent with EKE reduction (some eddies become too weak to be detected ?)



SST anomalies

Figure : 0.7− 1◦ SST anomaly in eddy composite core (cyclonic cold core / anticyclonic

warm core) Different patterns when top-drag included
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Evidence of a downward momentum mixing mechanism ? (1/3)

∇ · τ as a proxy for PBL height variations (∇ · τ = c2∇SST · τ̂ )

r · ⌧1 (cyc)

r · ⌧1 (anti)

oC

rSST · b⌧1 (anti)

rSST · b⌧1 (cyc)

oC (100 km)�1
10�7 N m�3

Corr ≈ 0.9, Coeff = 0.0244 N m−2 oC−1

(c2 = 0.0222 N m−2 oC−1, Chelton et al., 2007 from observations)



Evidence of a downward momentum mixing mechanism ? (2/3)

## # ## #

#
#

#
#

#
#

Reduced TKE above cold cores. Stabilizing effect : reduced vertical momentum exchange

Corresponding anomalies in PBL height



Evidence of a downward momentum mixing mechanism ? (3/3)

The pattern of near surface wind divergence is strongly correlated with the SST divergence and

not SST laplacian
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Top-drag effect on coherent vortices (1/2)

Top-drag : significant modulation of the wind-stress curl above coherent eddies

Changes of coherent eddies structures (SST gradient ; loss of symmetry)



Top-drag effect on coherent vortices (2/2)

SST gradient intensified near downwind eddy velocity Intensification stronger with top-drag
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Upscaling effects (eddying double-gyre circulation)

Hogg A. et al., 2009. The effects of mesoscale ocean-atmosphere coupling on large-scale
ocean circulation. J. Climate

Mean upper-layer streamfunction

Temperature-dependent wind-stress ⇒
substantial changes in time-mean
circulation

Primary effect due to local intense
wind-stress curl close to fronts

This local forcing enhances turbulence in
the region of the jet separation by
destabilizing the flow and reduces the up
gradient eddy flux ⇒ weaker gyres and a
weaker jet

The temporal and spatial variance of the
forcing is increased
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Conclusion

Thermal and dynamical effects can be (realistically) taken into
account into regional coupled models

Same resolution both in the ocean and the atmosphere may be
essential to fully capture the coupling effects

Thermal effect : related to PBL mixing mechanism above coherent
eddies (at least in the CCS)

Dynamical effect : no obvious effect on the coupling intensity clear
effect on the coherent eddies structures (rectification by waves ?)

Open questions : upscaling effects & geographical/scale distribution
of dominant mechanisms (PULSATION simulations)

The terms responsible for the change in surface winds in the vicinity
of oceanic fronts vary depending on the environment ! ! !
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